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ABSTRACT 

 We collected ~1,300 km of ground-penetrating radar profiles over McMurdo Ice Shelf, 

Antarctica, using frequencies between 40 and 400 MHz to determine extent, continuity, and depth 

to the brine.  We also used profiles to determine meteoric ice thickness and locate englacial features 

which may suggest ice shelf instability.  The brine extends 9-13 km inland from the ice shelf 

terminus and covers the entire region between Ross, White and Black Islands.  Jump 

unconformities and basal fractures exist in the brine and ice shelf, respectively, suggesting prior 

fracturing and re-suturing.  One 100 MHz profile, the most distal from the ice shelf edge while 

still being situated over the brine, simultaneously imaged the brine and bottom of meteoric ice.  

This suggests a negative brine salinity gradient moving away from the terminus.  The meteoric ice 

bottom was also imaged in a few select locations through blue ice in the ablation zone near Black 

Island.  We suggest that brine, sediment-rich ice, and poor antenna coupling on rough ice attenuates 

the signal in this area.  When combined with other recent mass-balance and structural glaciology 

studies of MIS, our results could contribute to one of the most high-resolution physical models of 

an ice shelf in Antarctica.     
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INTRODUCTION 

The McMurdo Ice Shelf (MIS) in West Antarctica has experienced noteworthy retreat and 

re-advance over the past 70 years.   As recently as 1947, the MIS fractured or retreated enough to 

allow seals to migrate between air pockets and reach White Island, a landmass 18 km inland from 

the current ice shelf front (Gelatt and others, 2010). Despite the migrated seal population, no 

physical evidence has been found within the ice shelf to confirm this retreat or fracturing.  

However, surface melting on MIS and broader Antarctic ice shelf instability has been of scientific 

concern since the 1960’s (Paige, 1968; Kovacs and Gow, 1975).  A heightened level of concern 

for the long-term future of the MIS, both from a logistical and scientific standpoint, stems from 

recent findings of instability within the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and the surrounding ice shelves 

(e.g. Joughin and others, 2014; Rignot and others, 2014).  Additional observations point to possible 

instability including basal crevassing and subglacial water channeling, (Sergienko and Hulbe, 

2011; Luckman and others, 2012), calving events such as the B-15 break up event that could 

influence ice pack around the MIS (BRP, 2012), and recent melting near Pegasus Runway (Shoop, 

2013). Well-documented impacts of ice shelf failure include acceleration and thinning in up-

glacier regions (e.g. Scambos and others, 2004). Logistically, the seriousness of this issue is 

summarized by the Blue Ribbon Panel Study (BRP, 2012) which indicates that an interruption of 

MIS runway operations could be considered a “single-point failure” that would jeopardize both 

the U.S. and New Zealand Antarctic programs.    

Initial ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys of MIS near its terminus by Kovacs and 

Gow (1975) revealed step discontinuities within the brine layer that were interpreted as evidence 

of prior large-scale fractures or calving events. Morse and Waddington (1994) imaged similar 
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features within the brine horizon and argued that they were evidence of lateral motion (brine retreat 

towards the ice front in this instance) in response to ice front fracture events. Grima and others 

(2016) used extensive airborne radar centered at 60 MHz to develop a broad understanding of the 

brine extent, snow, firn, and ice conditions of MIS.  They show a trend of decreasing snow and 

firn thickness from Ross Island towards Black Island and an inverse relationship in density, with 

a blue ice ablation area existing towards Black Island.  They attribute these thickness and density 

differences to wind re-deposition of accumulation away from Black Island and spatial variations 

in snowfall with higher rates near Ross Island.  Unfortunately, the low frequency and wide 

footprint of airborne radar results in low vertical (~5.6-9.5 m) and horizontal (200-400 m) 

resolutions which are unable to resolve smaller englacial structures near the MIS terminus.  Arcone 

and others (2016) use robot-towed GPR to show substantial structural complexities located 

upstream of White Island, in high-resolution.  Their region of interest was part of a ~5 km wide by 

~60 km long shear zone created by a velocity gradient associated with buttressing from Minna 

Bluff and White Island.  The shear zone consists of ~150 m of meteoric ice and 20-30 m of 

stratified marine ice at the ice shelf base.  Buried surface crevasses to 30 m depth and bottom 

crevasses or rifts, both caused by a combination of tensile and shear stress, are prevalent in profiles 

collected by Arcone and others (2016).   

Our interest originated from determining what happened to these surface and basal 

crevasses down glacier and towards the terminus of MIS.  Likewise, an apparently stable surface 

rift also exists near the MIS terminus which further stimulated our interest in determining if other 

englacial features existed which may contribute to future ice shelf instability.    Herein, we describe 

a systematic GPR survey of MIS conducted in November-December 2015 near its terminus to 
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quantify meteoric ice thicknesses, depth and extent of the brine horizon, and to locate any structural 

features within the near-terminus ice shelf, such as large scale basal fractures, subglacial channels, 

or brine fractures, which could indicate or affect MIS stability.   

 

STUDY SITE 

The McMurdo Ice Shelf within McMurdo Sound is a 1000 km2 region which is separated 

from the broader Ross Ice Shelf by Ross Island (Fig 1).  The area is bound by Ross Island’s Hut 

Point, White Island, Black Island, and Brown Peninsula.  Most of the glacier ice that flows into 

McMurdo Sound originates from the eastern Ross Ice Shelf, curling around White Island from the 

south and buttressed by Hut Point to the north.  Some debris-rich and ablating ice flowing towards 

the MIS terminus also originates from the Black Island and Brown Peninsula regions (Glassier and 

others, 2014).  The ice shelf currently terminates in front of Scott Base in a north-south orientation 

that is perpendicular to Hut Point shoreline.  Ice velocities transition from 260-380 m a-1 within 

the shear zone upstream of White Island (Arcone and others, 2016) to 100-230 m a-1 between Hut 

Point and White Island.  The slower velocities within McMurdo Sound are attributed to buttressing 

of Hut Point which we suggest causes compression and therefore re-suturing of rifts created by the 

velocity gradient up-glacier of White Island and Mina Bluff.   

 

METHODS 

We used a SIR-4000 ground penetrating radar (GPR) control unit coupled with a model 

3200 MLF Multiple (Adjustable) Low-Frequency antenna at 40 MHz, a model 3207 100 MHz 

antenna, a model 5106 200 MHz antenna, and a model 50400 400 MHz antenna, each unit 
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manufactured by Geophysical Survey Systems Incorporated (GSSI).  One 40 MHz profile was 

collected along Pegasus Road and one 200 MHz profile was collected along the South Pole 

Traverse Road from the ice shelf front to the shear zone.  These two profiles were repeated with 

the 100 and 400 MHz antennas.  The remaining eleven ~20-45 km long profiles, spaced ~5 km 

apart in a radial pattern and perpendicular to the ice shelf front towards White or Black Island, 

were collected with both the 100 and 400 MHz antennas.  Seven other profiles were collected 

parallel to the ice shelf front and roughly perpendicular to the radial profiles with the 100 and 400 

MHz antennas to develop a pseudo 3-dimensional structure map of the MIS.  In total, ~1,300 km 

of GPR profiles were collected covering the 1,000 km2.  Profiles were collected via snowmobile 

travelling at approximately 5 to 15 km hr-1 with 24 scans s-1 resulting in traces being recorded 

every ~10 cm in horizontal distance.  Scans were recorded for 1400-2500 ns two-way travel time 

(TWTT) with 2048-4096 samples scan-1; this sampling rate provides 10-19 samples m-1 which is 

adequate to maintain a smooth waveform given the frequencies used.  For example, a 100 MHz 

wavelength in ice is ~1.69 m with a ~10 ns period.  A smooth waveform will be generated when 

sample rates are ≥ 10 samples per period, or ≥ 1 sample ns-1 in this case.  At 4096 samples scan-1, 

2500 ns TWTT reaches ice depths of ~211 m based on a relative permittivity (έ) of glacier ice 

(3.1) and associated wave velocity (0.169 m ns-1) resulting in ~19 scans m-1 or > 1 sample ns-1.  

We report two-way travel times (TWTT) of each profile to minimize velocity and depth 

assumptions.  We used faster towing speeds (~15 km hr-1) with higher frequency antennas (200 

and 400 MHz) due to the shallow depth and strong continuous brine horizon acting as the primary 

reflector.  Profiles collected to image the ice shelf bottom (40 and 100 MHz) were collected more 

slowly at higher sampling rates to assure stratigraphy was also imaged.  Processing of each GPR 
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profile included time-zero correction, band pass filtering, and stacking.  

We initially planned use of the 100 and 200 MHz antennas to assess basal ice shelf 

conditions. Based on a έ of ice (3.1), 100 and 200 MHz wavelengths (γ) in ice (1.7 and 0.85 m, 

respectively), and assuming 
1

2
γ is required to distinguish adjacent horizons, these two antennas 

have corresponding vertical resolutions of ~86 and ~44 cm (e.g. Woodward and Burke, 2007). We 

planned to use the 400 MHz antenna to assess near-surface features and the brine horizon due to 

its higher vertical resolution at ~22 cm using the same 
1

2
 γ assumption.  In regions where the highly 

conductive brine layer infiltrates MIS and reduces GPR penetration (Clough, 1973, Kovacs and 

others, 1982; Morey and Kovacs, 1982; Arcone and others, 1994; Arcone, 1996), we rely on 

shallow stratigraphy and brine layer discontinuities to indicate potential fracture locations.  We 

also attempted to use the 40 MHz antenna (4.3 m γ at έ = 3.1 or ~2.2 m vertical resolution based 

on 
1

2
 γ) to penetrate the brine horizon and image the ice shelf bottom near its terminus and transition 

to sea ice.  Profiles were geo-referenced using a Trimble 5700 Rover with a Zephyr Geodetic GPS 

antenna (1-3 m spatial accuracy).  Following Arcone and others (1995), our interpretation of 

horizons or reflections within radar profiles, in part, comes from a waveform polarity analysis of 

the first three half cycles, resulting from interfaces between two materials with έ contrasts. That 

is, a positive (+ - +) triplet suggests that the deeper layer or target has a higher έ than the overlying 

layer, and a negative (- + -) triplet suggests that the deeper layer or target has a lower έ (Fig 2).  

Examples of each scenario are dry firn over the brine (+ - +), or firn over a crevasse (- + -). 

Ground-truth of the brine horizon imaged using GPR were provided from six cores drilled 

near the ice shelf edge using a hand-powered SIPRE (Snow Ice and Permafrost Research 

Establishment) Corer with a 7.5 cm diameter, 1-meter-long core barrel at locations shown in Fig 
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3 (Table 1; Fig 4).  Core lengths ranged between 6 to 15 m and coring was terminated once the 

brine horizon was reached.  We stopped coring and rapidly extricated the corer upon reaching this 

horizon because we were concerned with water from the brine freezing our core barrel in place.  

This horizon was typically distinguished immediately by an obvious wet and saline layer within 

the core.   Each core was processed for stratigraphy, density, salinity and conductivity at 10 cm 

resolution to confirm that the brine horizon was reached. Stratigraphy was recorded in the field 

and imaged using a near infrared (NIR) digital camera (Fig 5).  The density was determined 

gravimetrically using a digital balance to measure mass, and digital calipers to measure the 

diameter and lengths of core sections. Cores were bagged, melted, and allowed to reach a 

temperature equilibrium.  Salinity, conductivity, and temperature of each sample at the time of 

measurement were determined using a YSI Pro Series salinity/conductivity probe.  The probe was 

rinsed in fresh water between each measurement.   

Meteoric ice bottom depths in GPR profiles were estimated using cold glacier ice velocities 

(έ=3.1; v = 0.169 m ns-1) where velocity (𝑣) =
𝑐

√έ
 and 𝑐 represents the speed of light in a vacuum.  

Kovacs and others (1993) define a relationship between έ and density in polar firn such that precise 

depth calculations can be made, assuming a depth-density profile is known. However, due to the 

vast expanse of terrain covered by this survey, limited potential depth calibration except for near 

the terminus to the brine horizon by our shallow cores, and lack of common midpoint GPR surveys 

for depth calibration, we instead assume a cold ice velocity for meteoric ice bottom depth 

calculations.  Given the survey depths, small ratio of firn (variable density) to ice, and brine 

horizon influence, we expect depth calculation uncertainties in the range 5-10%.  We assume depth 

to the brine horizon based on a έ of 2.2 (v = 0.173 m ns-1) and the fact that brine infiltration is, in 
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part, controlled by permeability of the firn (e.g. Grima and others, 2016).     

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Ice and Firn Cores 

Table 1 summarizes the physical properties of the six ice cores, with detailed stratigraphy 

of the cores illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.  Salinity indicated the overall presence of brine, and the 

maximum salinity recorded is indicative of how deep into the brine layer each core was drilled.  

Cores 1, 2, and 5 were drilled well into the brine layer, while Cores 3 and 4 only extended into the 

top portion of the brine. Core 5 was drilled in a blue ice area which appears to contain a diffuse 

brine throughout much of the core length. Core 6 also exhibited brine within blue ice near the 

bottom of the core.  Most of the cores consisted of new snow and firn in the upper several meters, 

except for Core 5 which was drilled into 2 cm of fresh snow and then bare ice (i.e. no firn layer), 

and Core 6 which contained no snow cover and was drilled in a blue ice region.  Thin layers of 

dust, typically consisting of fine particle sizes were found in all but two of the melted cores (Cores 

2 and 3).  Core 4 exhibited the most dust deposition events as indicated by individual layers, as 

well as bands with the highest concentration of dust. All cores except Cores 2 and 3 also show 

indications of melt as either clear, bubble free ice layers detected within the firn which indicate 

melt percolation and saturation of firn layers, or very clear melt layers which contain bubbly ice 

as indicators of melt and refreeze.   

 

Ice Shelf 

The 400, 200, and 100 MHz antennas each successfully imaged the meteoric ice bottom to 
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a maximum of 165 m depth (1950 ns TWTT) where the longest profile we collected terminates in 

a region studied and discussed by Arcone and others (2016) known as the McMurdo shear zone 

(Figs 3 and 6).  The 40 MHz antenna, used only along Pegasus Road, did not penetrate through 

the brine horizon to successfully image the ice shelf bottom.  Only two profiles, both using the 100 

MHz antenna, successfully penetrated to the bottom of meteoric ice under the brine (Fig 2).  Ice 

thicknesses for these two profiles were highly variable, ranging between 20 and 60 m depth.  Up-

glacier of brine infiltration, the 100, 200, and 400 MHz antennas each successfully imaged internal 

stratigraphy, the meteoric ice shelf base, and associated basal shelf fractures (Fig 6).  In unmigrated 

profiles, the basal fractures appeared as hyperbolas approximately ~20 m above the ice shelf 

bottom, suggesting that these fractures extend that far into the ice shelf base.  Geometric spreading 

results in hyperbola footprints which mask the ice shelf base near each fracture. However, up-

glacier results from Arcone and others (2016) suggest that these basal fractures are likely filled 

with marine ice and that tens of meters of freeze-on marine ice exists below the meteoric ice.  The 

fractures appear to be consistently ~120-140 m in width (Fig 6 inset).  The dimensions and 

geophysical signature of these fractures are similar to those expected and modeled as subglacial 

channels (e.g. Le Brocq and others, 2013; Sergienko, 2013; Vaughan and others, 2012); however, 

the ice flow dynamics of this region are well known (e.g. Arcone and others, 2016; Glasser and 

others, 2006; Glasser and others, 2014) and do not support a hypothesis of sub-glacial channels. 

Therefore, we interpret these features to represent rifts initially caused by the ice flow velocity 

gradient near White Island, which have been re-sutured within McMurdo Sound.  

The MIS exhibits a marked transition with the convergence of ice originating from near 

White Island and ice originating from Black Island and Brown Peninsula (Fig 7a).  The 
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convergence of these two flows occurs within the ablation zone of the MIS.  Ice originating from 

the Brown Peninsula region shows significant stratification whereas ice originating from between 

Ross and White Islands shows minimal or diffuse stratification.  We interpret the stratified layers 

within the Brown Peninsula ice to be representative of entrained sediment or dust deposits 

originating from Black Island, Mina Bluff, or Brown Peninsula.  The unconformity between these 

two ice units is consistent and unmistakable in multiple profiles which crossed into this southern 

ablation region of MIS.     

Two large scale features exist on the ice shelf which should be monitored for future 

changes.  The first is a 10-km long rift located ~1 km upstream, oriented parallel to the ice shelf 

edge, and located 4 km northwest and downstream of Pegasus Runway.  GPR profiles show a 75-

100 m wide discontinuity in the brine horizon at 24 m depth, a velocity pull-up in the radar profile 

as manifest by the upward curling tails on either side of the discontinuity, and a lack of stratigraphy 

within the rift zone as shallow as 5 m depth, suggesting that sea water cuts across and above the 

brine horizon, potentially filling a large void where the rift is located (see Fig 7b, near 10.2 km).  

The velocity pull-up is due to the difference in radio wave velocity between firn (+/- 0.173 m/ns) 

and the water-filled rift (0.034 m/ns); the velocity contrast causes features to appear at different 

depths in the profile, which is not the actual case.  We interpret this feature to be a bottom fracture 

that has propagated to near the surface.   A second site located 1-2 km up-glacier of Pegasus Road 

along the SPOT traverse route shows similar features to the rift.  A GPR grid revealed that the 

oblate feature is 600 x 1000 m in dimension and depressed from the surrounding topography by 

~5 m.  The structure is capped by a hyperbolic reflection at 10 m depth, lacks any fine firn 

stratigraphy within, and truncates stratigraphic horizons to the north and south between 10 and 20 
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m depth (Fig 8).  The bottom of this feature is defined by the surrounding brine horizon which is 

either discontinuous across the feature or reduced in reflection return power within the feature.  

We interpret this feature as the remains of the prior ANDRILL deep sediment drilling site which 

was established in 2006, based on available prior ANDRILL coordinates, local ice flow velocities 

placing the drill site now in this location, and the estimated footprint of the ANDRILL 

establishment.  Note that ANDRILL appears to have acted as a pinning point on the shelf by 

reducing tidal flexure up-glacier and causing folding of the ice immediately down-glacier of the 

borehole site.  We propose that hot-water drilling to maintain an open hole at ANDRILL acted 

similar to surface melt water percolating within a temperate snowpack; that is, stratigraphic 

horizons in the GPR record caused by chemistry or density contrasts were disturbed from the 

introduced water, thereby diffusing horizons and associated stratigraphy within radar profiles.  The 

result is an apparent unconformity between the surface conformable stratigraphy surrounding 

ANDRILL and a lack of finer stratigraphy within the ANDRILL region.  A few faint, yet diffuse 

horizons are visible within the ANDRILL site which we interpret to be a diffuse saline brine 

horizon, and perhaps a shallower thick dusty horizon which resisted diffusion from the introduced 

hot water.  Diffusion of chemistry within snow and firn caused by melt, and an associated lack of 

stratigraphy or more diffuse horizons imaged in radar profiles are well-documented phenomena 

(e.g. Campbell and others, 2012).   

 

Brine 

Previous studies have suggested various mechanisms for ice shelf brine infiltration, 

including upward percolation of seawater through basal tensile cracks, upward diffusion at ice 
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crystal boundaries, and lateral infiltration at the ice shelf front (Kovacs and Gow, 1975; Kovacs 

and others, 1982a). Periodic lateral infiltration at the ice shelf front is considered the primary 

mechanism of brine infiltration into the MIS (Kovacs and others, 1982b). Evidence in support of 

this mechanism comes from the observation of large fractures within the MIS brine horizon that 

represent former, wave-like intrusions of periodic packets of seawater that originated at the ice 

front after a large calving event (Kovacs and others, 1982a; Cragin and others, 1983).  In describing 

the termination of brine infiltration, Kovacs and others (1982b) invoke an equation for brine flow 

velocity u introduced by Thomas (1975): 

                       (1)  

where B0 is the specific permeability of firn, η is the dynamic viscosity of brine fluid, and ∂p/∂x 

approximates the pressure gradient over the brine layer.  Eq. (1) shows that brine flow velocity is 

directly proportional to the specific permeability of firn; hence, brine infiltration terminates when 

firn permeability is zero.  This impermeability is reached at the firn/ice transition zone when firn 

density reaches 0.82 g/cm3 (Kovacs and Gow, 1975). However, evidence of slow continued brine 

migration has been observed in the MIS, deeper than the firn/ice transition zone (Kovacs and 

others, 1982a; Grima and others, 2016).  In this region, concentrated brine continues to gradually 

percolate inland into deeper and warmer sections of the ice shelf through the dissolution of the 

surrounding ice (Fig 9, D).   

The MIS brine horizon extends over 700 km2 in area and is constrained by White and Black 

Island to the South and Ross Island and McMurdo Sound to the North (Fig 9).  Our results show 

that the horizon penetrates nearly 20 km up-glacier and ranges between ~5 and 52 m (~70-460 ns 

TWTT) in depth, from the ice shelf front moving up-glacier. Other studies show similar results 
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(Heine, 1968; Kovacs and Gow, 1975; Kovacs and others, 1982a). Profiles collected parallel to 

the ice shelf front reveal that the horizon undulates up to 10 m in depth over relatively short 

distances (~100-200 m).  

Several discontinuities or fractures exist within the brine which are similar to those imaged 

in prior studies (e.g. Kovacs and Gow, 1975; Kovacs and others, 1982a; Kovacs and others, 1982b; 

Morse and Waddington, 1994; Grima and others, 2016).  These “steps” (as termed by prior authors) 

vary in size from sub-meter to several meters tall and have been observed within the brine horizon 

as well as at the most distal up-glacier extent of the horizon. Small, closely spaced steps typically 

characterize the inland termination of a brine horizon (e.g. Fig 2), while larger steps may depict 

former calving events, fracturing, or rifting (Kovacs and others, 1982a).        

 

Englacial structure 

GPR profiles reveal a combination of surface conformable stratigraphy (SCS) in which 

snow and firn layering is continuous and directly related to depositional processes with no 

discontinuities, and complex englacial structures or unconformities across the ice shelf.  The 400, 

200, and 100 MHz antennas displayed maximum depths of SCS to 40, 50, and 80 m, respectively, 

when profiling regions of MIS.  The systems used for this effort have provided similar results in 

prior studies (e.g. Campbell and others 2012).  Stratigraphy over the brine thickens from Pegasus 

Runway towards Ross Island (North) (Fig 10); immediately south of Pegasus Runway, the snow 

and firn transitions to a blue ice ablation surface which persists to the edge of Black Island.  This 

pattern corresponds well with the higher accumulation rates near Ross Island relative to Black 

Island as noted by Grima and others (2016).  We attribute thicker SCS toward Ross Island in large 
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part to katabatic winds originating inland that blow snow past the White Island region. These winds 

also scour the glacial-ice area and redeposit snow near Ross Island because it acts as a natural 

topographic block (e.g., Seefeldt et al. 2003).  Profiles collected perpendicular to the shelf edge 

also reveal gradual thickening of the snow and firn above the brine in a direction distal to the ice 

shelf front (e.g. Fig 6).  Most profiles show the brine truncates or cross cuts numerous stratigraphic 

horizons which suggests the brine was formed after the horizons and more importantly, that the 

porous firn structure acts as little hindrance to lateral brine infiltration.  

Although we do not have density measurements along each of our profiles, Grima and 

others (2016) show that firn with densities between 0.73 and 0.830 g cm-3 act as a boundary to 

brine infiltration.  We propose that our ground-based radar can be combined with findings from 

Grima and others (2016) to provide high resolution information about density and permeability of 

the ice shelf, based on the imaged lateral extent and depth of brine.  When combined with other 

recent results regarding thicknesses of deeper meteoric and marine ice imaged by GPR (e.g. 

Arcone and others 2016) and broader MIS history (e.g. Glasser and others, 2014), a highly-detailed 

physical model of MIS, relative to other shelves in Antarctica, could be constructed. This physical 

model would be useful for answering numerous questions related to englacial influences on ice 

flow dynamics.  A direct comparison of our data to other datasets collected across MIS (e.g. Grima 

and others, 2016; Morse and Waddington, 1994; Kovacs and others, 1982), would be a reasonable 

first step towards creating such a model.  A critical missing piece, as eluded by Arcone and others 

(2016) (and one we were also unable to resolve) is an estimate of the lateral extent and thickness 

of marine ice across MIS. Like Arcone and others (2016), we propose lower frequency (10-40 

MHz) radar profiling to image full thickness of the marine ice in areas where the brine does not 
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infiltrate. 

 Near the transition zone next to Scott Base (Fig 11a), a GPR profile collected slightly 

oblique to the ice shelf edge reveals a distinct series of synclinal and anticlinal folds within the 

englacial structure down to 15 m depth and extending ~2 km up-glacier (Fig 11b). Fold dips are 

steeper at depth and appear as cross cut unconformities at the surface. These folds result from 

compression as the ice shelf flows around White Island and impacts Hut Point Peninsula on Ross 

Island. Valley glacier ice flowing off Hut Point Peninsula also likely influences the ice shelf as it 

flows towards the ice shelf edge.  We interpret the synclinal folds to be filled with winter snow 

accumulation which likely melts each late summer season, creating the unconformity at the 

surface. Melt ponds form each year in the synclinal depressions to the north of this GPR profile 

within the transition zone (Fig 11a) suggesting that much of the folded structure in this area 

consists of non-permeable blue ice.  However, the brine horizon can be traced from ~0-180 ns 

TWTT depth originating at the ice shelf-sea ice transition (~0-17 m assuming the approximate 

value of ɛ for dry firn is 2.2).  The brine creates an unconformity relative to the folded stratigraphy, 

suggesting that the folds are both permeable (i.e. likely firn) and that it is not a hindrance to lateral 

brine infiltration.  It is also possible that the brine in this area diffuses through layers as suggested 

by Kovacs and others, (1982a).  Regardless of the mechanism for brine infiltration, it is obvious 

from the GPR and visible observations that the density and stratigraphy of the transition zone are 

intricate, and would therefore require a more detailed survey to determine these structural 

complexities.  
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Dynamic Signals: Fractures, Suture Blocks, Folds, and Rifts 

Ice shelf fracturing and re-suturing of these blocks has occurred from expansion and 

compression as ice flows around White Island into McMurdo Sound. These features are obvious 

both in satellite imagery as seen in Fig. 3  and also in GPR profiles collected near White Island. 

Within an ice shelf, basal crevasses (e.g. Fig 6b) can propagate up through the ice by gradual 

upward penetration of seawater, and can theoretically reach up to 78% of the thickness of the ice 

shelf (Weertman, 1980). Surface crevasses (e.g. Fig 3) can propagate downwards in regions where 

a sufficient flux of meltwater exists on the surface of the ice sheet (Fastook and Schmidt, 1982). 

Basal and surface crevasses located in close proximity to one another can become conjoined and 

form full fractures that extend the entire thickness of the ice shelf. Full fractures could significantly 

destabilize the MIS and put it at risk of increased calving activity and eventual breakup.  

Fortunately, no continuous feature exists within the ice shelf proper to suggest any instability.  

Likewise, surface crevasses appear stable based on SCS located within all major surface fractures 

noted in GPR profiles, and basal fractures appear to propagate only 10-15% of the total ice shelf 

thickness suggesting that sea water has not yet significantly influenced these fractures or that ice 

shelf compression plays the dominant role in these regions.  

 The folds which occur down glacier of the ANDRILL site (Fig 8) suggest how little a 

surface impact needs to be to alter local ice shelf dynamics.    This said, results from this study 

suggest MIS is stable for the time being.  If surface or basal melting increases during the coming 

years, the stability of MIS could change (e.g. Scambos and others, 2000; Alley and others, 2016).  

Results from this and other recent studies (e.g. Grima and others, 2016; Arcone and others, 2016) 

provide a baseline to compare with if future changes to MIS occur, namely at the transition zone, 
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ice shelf rift near the front of the MIS, sub-glacial suture zones, or basal fractures northwest of 

White Island.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ground-penetrating radar surveys successfully mapped the MIS meteoric ice shelf 

thickness, the extent, depth, and continuity of the brine horizon, and englacial stratigraphy, 

unconformities, or discontinuities.  In most places where brine was buried beneath the surface, the 

radar response was attenuated enough to preclude imaging meteoric ice below.  Penetration 

through the brine was successful on profiles collected distal from the ice shelf front, suggesting a 

salinity gradient of the brine which supports earlier studies.  Several basal ice shelf fractures and 

brine discontinuities existed which can mostly be explained by ice flow dynamics.  Broader results 

from this study suggest that MIS currently exhibits no signs of instability. However, multiple 

locations are recommended for long-term monitoring, including an existing rift located near the 

MIS terminus and the ANDRILL site which shows that anthropogenic activity can physically 

influence ice shelf dynamics, at least on a local scale.  Future high spatial-resolution radar studies 

and ice coring could be completed at these two locations to confirm internal structure of these 

features.   
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FIGURES AND TABLES 

 
Figure 1. Landsat image of McMurdo Ice Shelf (MIS) showing major features including its 

terminus location (T), White, Black, and Ross Islands, Brown Peninsula, Minna Bluff, Hut Point 

(HP), Scott Base (S), debris-rich ice (DI), rifts formed by White Island (R), and general ice flow 

directions (black dotted arrows).  Ice core locations (green dots) and GPR profiles (black lines) 

collected in 2015 are also shown.  
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Figure 2. 100 MHz GPR profile showing the brine horizon and bottom of meteoric ice.  This profile 

was the most distal, collected parallel to the ice shelf terminus (i.e. North to South) in this study.  

Note the rift, which was likely initiated due to buttressing of White Island as ice flowed around 

the corner, now filled with surface conformable stratigraphy (see Fig 1 for location).  The figure 

also shows the actual wave triplet responses for the direct coupling, ice over brine, and meteoric 

ice bottom in the above profile near 6.5 km distance along the x axis.   
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Figure 3. Map with Landsat imagery showing meteoric ice thicknesses from GPR profiles 

collected during this study.  Gray lines are approximate locations of all GPR profiles collected in 

the fall of 2015 and background color is from Quantarctica ice flow velocity dataset.  Pegasus 

Runway (PG) core sites 1 through 6 (C1-C6), and rifts caused by White Island, are labeled. 
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Figure 4. Stratigraphy and density profiles of shallow firn and ice cores collected from MIS.  a) 

density plot denoting discrete measured samples in 10 cm intervals and blue band indicating the 

brine horizon noted within each core through associated conductivity measurements of each core 

sample (0.1 ppt resolution).  b) Core logs representing stratigraphy of each core with dark grey 

representing pore close-off depth (density ≥0.82 g cm-3) High densities at the bottom of the core 

are due to unfrozen brine creating a wet, slushy layer in the firn.   
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Figure 5. Example of features imaged in shallow ice and firn cores using near infrared (NIR) digital 

photography. 
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Figure 6. 100 MHz profile from the Shear Zone studied by Arcone and others (2016) to the ice 

shelf terminus near Scott Base showing the meteoric ice bottom, masking of the ice shelf by the 

brine horizon, a brine horizon multiple, and the ANDRILL site (discussed later in this paper). The 

inset figure shows meteoric ice over marine ice. b) Zoom of the bottom of meteoric ice in a 200 

MHz profile along the same transect shown in 6a, showing subglacial fractures.  The fractures are 

located north and slightly down-stream of White Island. 

. 
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Figure 7. a) 100 MHz GPR profile showing dust rich ice originating from Black Island and Brown 

Peninsula region under MIS ice with a rift located near the ice shelf front.  b) Zoom of the dust 

rich ice and MIS contact also showing the velocity uplift (v) near the rift and meteoric ice bottom.  
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Figure 8. 400 MHz GPR profile showing the impact of the ANDRILL drilling site on McMurdo 

Ice Shelf.  Note the unconformity between the surface conformable stratigraphy and the ANDRILL 

site which has only two prominent horizons, likely caused by the influence of hot water drilling 

activities.  Also, note the significant folding located down glacier of ANDRILL which reaches to 

within 5 m of the ice shelf surface.    
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Figure 9.  Map with Landsat imagery showing the depth to brine from GPR profiles collected 

during this study.  Gray lines are approximate locations of all GPR profiles collected in the fall of 

2015 and background color is from Quantarctica ice flow velocity dataset.  Core sites 1 through 6 

are also labeled (C1-C6). The region where dissolution was observed by Kovacs and others (1982) 

and Grima and others (2016) is labeled D. 
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Figure 10. 400 MHz GPR profile oriented north to south and parallel to the ice shelf front showing 

the significant thinning of surface conformable stratigraphy (SCS) towards the south. 
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Figure 11. a) Aerial Photo showing the Transition Zone located near Scott Base with major features 

labeled including approximate ice flow directions (arrows).  Note the melt ponds situated within 

the synclinal folds of the transition zone and the approximate location of Figure 11b denoted by a 

and a’ (Photo courtesy of Ben Roth) b)100 MHz GPR profile showing folds near the transition 

zone which are cross cut by the brine horizon.  Also, note the approximate location of the winter 

accumulation filling in the synclinal portion of each fold.    
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Table 1. Firn and Ice Core properties.  Note that core locations are shown in Figures 3 and 9. 


